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Montevideo, October 19, 2013 
Mr. Secretary General ULCM World 
Toni Kaddissi 
 
Dear Sir: 
 
We are pleased to attach to this note, our report includes photographs of  
your visit to us, on October 15th and much honored and distinguished us. 
 
                                     Yours faithfully 

             Fátima Abdul Ghani 

                     José María Almada Sad                      PRESIDENT 

            SECRETARY 
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        WLCU URUGUAY RECEIVE PLEASANT VISIT WORLD SECRETARY GENERAL  
On Tuesday October 15, the World Secretary General WLCU Mr. Toni Kaddissi developed 
a visit to Uruguay and the National Council of the Union in our country. It was a day of 

much Lebanese affections, where the World General Secretary served a very intense 

schedule , making contact with the National Council and referents . On the morning of 

the appointed day visited the residence of the Embassy of Lebanon in Uruguay , Charge 

d'Affaires Mr. Jimmy Zhakia Douehi , accompanied by the National President Fatima 
Abdul , Vice President Alberto Cheker and Secretary Jose Maria Almada . It was a 

pleasant meeting where the host diplomatic captivated visitors with its simplicity , 

empathy and people skills , and most of all by the assessment made by the WLCU and 

strong role in Uruguayan society and the global collective. Meanwhile Toni showed his 
joy of being in our country and to make contact with the reality of the Lebanese in the 

nation, and common tasks assessed between the Embassy and the national WLCU how 

Lebanese census in Uruguay and other endeavors. At the end of the evening he met 

formally with the National Council directive ULCM in full , transcendent addressing 

issues related to national and global strengthening of the institution. Toni also 
appreciated Uruguay constant presence in all conferences and regional and global events 

of the Union, to which Uruguay has brought prominent members . Then the World 

Secretary visited Dance Academy the young fellow ULCM Najla Murad , with touching 

moments , including tasting a delicious Namura prepared by Ms. Nour Hanna , and a 

Lebanese typical coffee offered by Michel Murad . Toni also met formally with young 
Najla Murad in this case in his capacity as Presidente of the Youth Committee of the 

National Council , to provide support to young sap Uruguay and received it the 

commitment to work for the steady, natural generational change our working groups. 

Toni also invited to a welcome dinner meeting hosted by him, and as a farewell as he left 
for the following day, on a South American tour that included the Youth Congress in 

Argentina . He made the most lasting impression Uruguay for his chivalry and its 

effective work in the world occupying high office, in addition to its message of 

encouragement to the National Council and the countrymen in general, to maintain the 

strength of nonnegotiable love for Lebanon. 
 
 
 

   
 

  


